
From New York to Helsinki.
On one side, Nicole Willis, a warm soul voice from cold Finland. On the other side, The Soul Investigators, a 
multi-instrumentalist Finnish band as talented as fascinating.

But before settling down in Helsinki, the American singer has traveled around the world, from Brooklyn where she 
grew up among soul music and Motown influences, to Spain and England.

Rotary Connection and Dionne Warwick were some of her influences although they are not limit to only Soul. As a 
matter of fact, Gary Numan’s synth driven “Cars” is the song, which changed her life. Cat Stevens and The Make-
Up have also influenced her.

 “I listen to many different music genres and I enjoy all of them.  Belonging to my generation means to 
listen to Motown music, new wave, disco, soul-jazz, afro & post-funk, house, rock, experimental…”

She thus played in many groups during the acid-jazz period in the mid-90’s in New York like Repercussions & 
with British groups, The The  & Leftfield. She was also sang a duet with Curtis Mayfield  and was in Deee-Lite. 

An avant-garde of Soul music is back to basics. 
Nicole Willis  released two solo albums - Soul Makeover in 2000 and Be It  in 2004. But it’s  her collaboration with 
The Soul Investigators, met in 2005 in a Korean restaurant in Barcelona with Tommi Gronlund from Sähkö 
Recordings that established Nicole Willis’ success and recognition. 

Released in 2005, the album Keep Reachin’ Up was a pure 60’s  soul-funk gem, full of dancefloor killing songs 
reminiscent of the era’s pioneers.  The single “Feeling Free” was nominated at DJ Gilles Peterson’s Worldwide 
Awards for “Track Album of the Year”, and for the MOJO magazine award “Urban Album of the Year”.

“If This Ain’t Love” was also recognized as a Northern Soul modern classic. The album was critically  acclaimed 
and said to be one of the best in the genre. Success led her to become an emblematic figure of the independent 
soul music. 
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A few  years later, Willis released “Tortured Soul”.  Inspired by  Rhythm & Blues, the album is darker than the former 
but still gather the qualities and successful recipe of “Keep Reaching Up”. And authentic and raw soul sound.

Nicole’s song-writing features themes that are dear to her: worker’s exploitation,  migration, health care system, 
the fight against disparities and racism. 

A Sincere and Joyful Third Album. 
Having performed around Europe and North America, Nicole Willis and her band have been back in studio to 
record the new album “Happiness in Every Style”.

Where her previous album may  be considered unsettling and disconcerting, “Happiness in Every Style” is truly 
positive,  with optimistic and soothing melodies mixed with a handsome dancing and modern funk.  Listen to Let’s 
Communicate or One in a Million and you won’t help clapping your hands!

Nicole sings with her true soul in Thief in the Night or Angel, moving ballads reminiscent of Diana Ross or Martha 
& the Vandellas.

Her songwriting once again enlightens different themes as civil rights  in “Together We Climb”, the Old New  York, 
mysticism, relationships… but the listener is always free to interpret it in its own way.

On the production side, all members of the band have participated in the writing, the composition, and the 
production of the album, in Timmion Record Studios in Helsinki. 

Once again,  Jimi Tenor joins the group to play  vibraphone, flute, tenor sax  and arrange along side the brass 
members.

“Changes were made and we worked in a new way like never before, like everything was attainable and open.”

This third album is all about togetherness and positive attitude shared through the powerful and contagious 
energy of soul and funk music.

*****

A few words about The Soul Investigators…
The story  began in 1998, in Matinkylä, a morose Helsinki suburb. In a little two story  house, the band members 
Pete Toikkanen (guitar), Sami Kantelinen (bass), Jukka Sarapää (drums) and Antti Määttänen (organ), would play 
funk music together.

Their first album Soul Strike (Soul Fire Records, NYC) was released in 2001, followed by  Home Cooking, 
released under the pseudonym Calypso King & The Soul Investigators in 2002. The band then became The Soul 
Investigators and enrich its music with brass instruments.

In 2002, they met Nicole Willis and finally became Nicole Willis & The Soul Investigators.
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